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Third, internal connection analysis plotted by Wang and Gao (in press)
explores the interactive citation relationships among reviewed studies，
which are plotted by an arc-diagram. This analysis is designed for
concluding whether the relationships between earlier and later studies are
parallel or sequential, which can also imply the research progress during
the focused period. The RStudio package of plotting the arc-diagram is
“geom_edge_arc” proposed by Pedersen (2021).

Introduction
In addressing the current progress of one research field,
conducting a literature review is one of the most commonlymentioned approaches in academia. There have been many
reviews using different methods to summarize and visualize the
research progress in different areas. Wang and Gao (in press)
propose three designs to analyze the relationships between
studies related to air travel demand their references over the
recent decade. This poster is designed to detail their proposed
designs.

Methodology
First, in bibliographic coupling analysis, Wang and Gao (in
press) treat each reviewed article as one vector and consider
their reference list as an index in calculating the Euclidean
distance between every two vectors. The smaller distance
between two vectors indicates these two articles are much similar
on research objects and methods.
In brief, their design steps are summarized as follows:
1) Collect and group all m articles cited by n reviewed studies
to form a reference space R.
2)

Introduce a reference vector ν! for the reviewed study 𝑖 by
mapping its reference list to the reference space, where 𝑖 =
1, ... ,n. The length of the reference vector is m in this case.

3)

Use 𝑡 to denote the t th element of ν! and R. Also, ν! is a
binary variable. The decision rule for ν! is as follow.
ν!" = 1, if the t th reference in 𝐑 is cited by ν! ;
= 0, otherwise;

4)

Calculate the Euclidean distance between ν!" and ν#" . The
Euclidean distance d is equal to:

Figure 1. Dendrogram
Second, in performing the high-impact article analysis, Wang and Gao (in
press) take into account those references frequently cited by reviewed studies as
well as the locations where references are cited in the reviewed studies. Wang
and Gao (in press) suggest using different colors in a heatmap represent distinct
locations of being cited articles. It is an attempt to visualize how references
contribute to the existing progress of one research field. The heatmap is primarily
based on the RStudio package of “geom_tile” developed by Wickham et al. (n.d.).

Figure 3. Arc-diagram

Conclusion
Overall, these three visualization methods are designed to
present current research progress. Also, they aim to point out future
research directions in terms of interactive citation relationships.

𝐝 = ||ν! − ν# ||= ∑&"$%(ν!" −ν#" )'
Based on the Euclidean distance results, Wang and Gao
(2021) adopt a dendrogram to cluster those similar articles to
each other. The dendrogram is shown in Figure 1. The plotting
package is based on the “plot(hclust(d, method = “complete”))” in
RStudio (Müllner, 2021).
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